26 x 30’ Children’s Natural History Series

A Wildlife Warrior on a mission
She’s irrepressible, unforgettable, and totally fearless.
Like father, like daughter.
You’ll instantly fall in love with Bindi and her magical tree-house
perched high in the jungle – it’s full of amazing animals including
a cockatoo called Ocker, Peru the iguana, Blackie the python,
Tonka the wombat and many other “friendly” wildlife.
She may be sweet and petite, but Bindi Irwin is a Wildlife Warrior on a
mission to save the planet’s most vulnerable and extraordinary animals
and show kids that conservation is lots of fun. From her tree-house,
Bindi introduces us to the wonderful world of wildlife and takes us all
around the globe on her incredible adventures. Interacting with
a wide variety of animals from crocodiles to koalas,
elephants to snakes, Bindi highlights how all animals –
cute and not-so-cute – need to be respected and protected.
And as well as inheriting nerves of steel and boundless enthusiasm
from her Dad, Bindi also has access to the Croc Hunter’s
incredible archival video library and shows us many of
Steve’s adventures that have never before been broadcast.

“Crikey, she’s good.”
Chicago Sun-Times
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Bindi’s mum, Terri, and her dad’s best mate, Wes, also share with
us their wildlife adventures from outback Australia to Antarctica,
from the USA to deepest darkest Africa. Whether tackling alligators,
tracking big cats, swinging with orangutans, hanging with elephants
or swimming with whales, the action never stops.
Plus Bindi’s own special group of eco-friendly Wildlife Warriors,
The Crocmen, regularly drop in for a wildlife themed song
and dance. It’s a natural history series with strong conservation
credentials, pure animal magnetism and catchy tunes.
But the star of show is Bindi. She really is THE JUNGLE GIRL.
She relates to animals as only someone who’s been around
them every moment of her life can...she’s a natural.
Join the crusade of the new Wildlife Warrior – BINDI: THE JUNGLE GIRL.
Exclusive standard television rights worldwide
(excluding USA, China, Taiwan)

Duration 26 x 30’

